
HOOFix® Abscess Kit 
- with the HOOFix® Emergency Boot that can be used for turnout & reused. 

 
 

Kit Contents:  Everything needed to treat a hoof abscess in 1 convenient package. 
           

      ► HOOFix®    Emergency Boot      ► Epsom Salt Poultice Gel        ► Epsom Salt Soak Bag       
    ► Cohesive Flexible Bandage rolls (2)        ► Felt Hoof Pads (4)      ► Applicators (4) 

 

 
Application Instructions 

1. Pick out hoof.  Brush off loose dirt and 
rinse hoof if possible.  

 
 
2. Prepare 3-4 cups of very warm water. 

 
 

3. Unwrap Epsom Salt Soak bag and place 
hoof in bag. 

 
 

4. Add warm water to cover the hoof. 
 
 
5. Wrap cohesive flexible bandage around the 

top of bag to secure it on the leg (being 
careful not to wrap too tight).  Allow hoof 
to soak for approximately 10 minutes if 
possible. 
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6. Open Epsom Salt Gel container and with 
wood applicator, apply a layer of gel to the 
felt pad.  Use approximately 25% of the gel. 

      In cold weather warming the gel makes it  
      easier to spread (Note: If abscess is at  
      coronary band, cut felt pad in half and 
      apply gel.) 

7. Remove the soak bag from the horse’s hoof 
and apply the felt pad to the bottom of the 
hoof with the gel side touching the sole of 
the hoof. 

 

8. Dry off hoof and secure the felt pad to the 
sole (or cut pad for coronary band) with 
cohesive flexible bandage. DO NOT wrap 
tightly around coronary band.  

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9. Place hoof in HOOFix®    Emergency Boot 
and secure Velcro tabs. Poultice pad and 
HOOFix®    Emergency Boot can be left on 
for several days before changing.  Consult 
with your vet or farrier as needed. 

  

                Horses can be turned out while wearing boot. 
 
                     HOOFix®    - the brand you can trust 

 

 


